March 27, 2014

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000114D

This letter obligates $207,700 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000214D

This letter obligates $80,840 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. Tom Scott  
Executive Director  
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority  
1124 N 9th Street  
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000314D

This letter obligates $50,319 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000414D

This letter obligates $193,939 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000514D

This letter obligates $73,562 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000614D

This letter obligates $74,404 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100000714D**

This letter obligates $41,952 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001014D

This letter obligates $36,341 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001114D

This letter obligates $33,418 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001214D

This letter obligates $49,325 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001314D

This letter obligates $31,459 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001414D

This letter obligates $64,766 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001514D

This letter obligates $13,734 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001614D

This letter obligates $59,437 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001714D

This letter obligates $46,010 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100001814D

This letter obligates $58,923 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/af/opnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100002014D

This letter obligates $69,132 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT:  **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100002114D

This letter obligates $23,575 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100002214D

This letter obligates $9,074 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Tom Scott
Executive Director
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority
1124 N 9th Street
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100002414D

This letter obligates $32,313 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. Tom Scott  
Executive Director  
Kansas City, KS Housing Authority  
1124 N 9th Street  
Kansas City, KS 66101-2120  

Dear Mr. Scott:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00100002514D**

This letter obligates $6,472 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000114D

This letter obligates $113,806 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. John Johnston
Executive Director
Topeka Housing Authority
2010 SE California Avenue
Topeka, KS 66607-1444

Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000214D

This letter obligates $51,055 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. John Johnston  
Executive Director  
Topeka Housing Authority  
2010 SE California Avenue  
Topeka, KS 66607-1444

Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000314D

This letter obligates $71,557 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. John Johnston
Executive Director
Topeka Housing Authority
2010 SE California Avenue
Topeka, KS 66607-1444

Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000414D

This letter obligates $20,588 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000514D

This letter obligates $32,222 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. John Johnston  
Executive Director  
Topeka Housing Authority  
2010 SE California Avenue  
Topeka, KS 66607-1444

Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000714D

This letter obligates $5,775 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Johnston:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00200000814D

This letter obligates $18,951 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Smith:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00300000114D

This letter obligates $6,404 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Mary K. Vaughn  
Executive Director  
Wichita Housing Authority  
332 Riverview Street  
Wichita, KS 67203-4245

Dear Ms. Vaughn:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00400000114D

This letter obligates $65,856 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The  
amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For  
more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding  
availability, please see  
of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility  
determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total  
operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating  
subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration  
level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and  
regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming  
agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a  
drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is  
correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use  
of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to  
Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Mary K. Vaughn  
Executive Director  
Wichita Housing Authority  
332 Riverview Street  
Wichita, KS 67203-4245

Dear Ms. Vaughn:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00400000214D

This letter obligates $19,335 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Ms. Vaughn:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00400000314D

This letter obligates $127,576 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Mary K. Vaughn
Executive Director
Wichita Housing Authority
332 Riverview Street
Wichita, KS 67203-4245

Dear Ms. Vaughn:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00400000414D

This letter obligates $91,329 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Shirley Skolout  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the City of Colby  
600 S Mission Ridge Avenue  
Colby, KS 67701-3201

Dear Ms. Skolout:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00500000114D

This letter obligates $16,529 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Matthew A. Brady
Executive Director
Dodge City Housing Authority
407 E Bend Street
Dodge City, KS 67801-2178

Dear Mr. Brady:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00600001114D

This letter obligates $58,844 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Matthew A. Brady
Executive Director
Dodge City Housing Authority
407 E Bend Street
Dodge City, KS 67801-2178

Dear Mr. Brady:

SUBJECT:  **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00600002214D

This letter obligates $17,526 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Lillie:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00700000114D

This letter obligates $7,784 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Sheryl Swendson
Executive Director
Holton Housing Authority
100 Southern Heights
Holton, KS 66436-1582

Dear Ms. Swendson:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00800000114D**

This letter obligates $12,627 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Linda Marble  
Executive Director  
Bonner Springs Housing Authority  
420 N Park Avenue  
Bonner Springs, KS 66012-1498

Dear Ms. Marble:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS00900000114D

This letter obligates $21,414 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
March 27, 2014

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Donna Hammes
Executive Director
Seneca Housing Authority
504 Edward Street
Seneca, KS 66538-0084

Dear Mrs. Hammes:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01000000114D

This letter obligates $12,044 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Connie "CJ" Shippy  
Executive Director  
Horton Housing Authority  
1701 Euclid Avenue  
Horton, KS 66439-1241  

Dear Ms. Shippy:  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01100000114D  

This letter obligates $18,166 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfund2014  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Louderback:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01200000114D

This letter obligates $12,706 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Turner:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS013000000114D

This letter obligates $6,004 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Savage:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01400000114D

This letter obligates $6,965 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Carey Austin  
Executive Director  
North Newton Housing Authority  
307 West 24th Street  
North Newton, KS 67117-0377  

Dear Ms. Austin:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01500000114D

This letter obligates $17,774 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. George T. Bell  
Executive Director  
South Hutchinson Housing Authority  
441 N Washington Street  
South Hutchinson, KS 67505-1113

Dear Mr. Bell:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01600000114D

This letter obligates $46,904 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Sheryl Swendson  
Executive Director  
Atchison Housing Authority  
103 S 7th Street  
Atchison, KS 66002-2842

Dear Ms. Swendson:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01700000114D

This letter obligates $64,240 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. June Kastens  
Executive Director  
Anthony Housing Authority  
PO Box 288  
Anthony, KS 67003-0288

Dear Ms. Kastens:

SUBJECT:  **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS01800004614D

This letter obligates $12,843 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Judy A. Walter  
Executive Director  
Beloit Housing Authority  
200 Cedar Avenue  
Beloit, KS 67420-3429

Dear Ms. Walter:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS0190000114D

This letter obligates $10,608 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Mildred Megaffin
Executive Director
Osborne Housing Authority
P.o, Box 404
Osborne, KS 67473-2551

Dear Mrs. Megaffin:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02000000114D

This letter obligates $12,279 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Carolyn Robben  
Executive Director  
Oakley Housing Authority  
700 W 5th Street  
Oakley, KS 67748-1355

Dear Ms. Robben:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02100000114D

This letter obligates $17,489 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Carole J. Luedders
Executive Director
Atwood Housing Authority
801 S 3rd Street
Atwood, KS 67730-2149

Dear Ms. Luedders:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02200000114D

This letter obligates $4,515 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Miss Miller:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02300000114D

This letter obligates $7,672 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Kay Winford  
Executive Director  
Lyons Housing Authority  
215 S Bell Avenue  
Lyons, KS 67554-2845

Dear Ms. Winford:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02500000114D

This letter obligates $21,905 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Blanton:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02600000114D

This letter obligates $5,654 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Paula Gibson  
Executive Director  
Russell Housing Authority  
330 W 4th Street  
Russell, KS 67665-2648

Dear Ms. Gibson:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02700000114D

This letter obligates $21,259 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Reed:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02800000114D

This letter obligates $12,394 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mrs. Karen Deaver  
Executive Director  
Augusta Housing Authority  
620 Osage Street  
Augusta, KS 67010-1250

Dear Mrs. Deaver:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS02900000114D

This letter obligates $18,839 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Lynette Pralle
Executive Director
Blue Rapids Housing Authority
PO Box 25
Blue Rapids, KS 66411-1538

Dear Ms. Pralle:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03000000114D

This letter obligates $4,495 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. John D. Kaul
Executive Director
City of Clay Center
330 W Court Street
Clay Center, KS 67432-2316

Dear Mr. Kaul:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03100000114D

This letter obligates $9,181 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Kaul:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03100000214D

This letter obligates $9,284 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Tharp:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03200000114D

This letter obligates $4,511 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Alice Kindall
Executive Director
Minneapolis Housing Authority
PO Box 227
Minneapolis, KS 67467

Dear Mrs. Kindall:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03300000114D

This letter obligates $16,592 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Lacy Frack
Executive Director
Norton Housing Authority
213 Horace Greeley Avenue
Norton, KS 67654-2223

Dear Mrs. Frack:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03400000114D

This letter obligates $11,476 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Monica Monroe
Executive Director
Phillipsburg Housing Authority
302 W F Street
Phillipsburg, KS 67661-1826

Dear Mrs. Monroe:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03600000114D

This letter obligates $10,047 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Melissa Hamlin
Executive Director
Wellington Housing Authority
400 S C Street
Wellington, KS 67152-2754

Dear Mrs. Hamlin:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03700040014D

This letter obligates $18,271 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Dr. Lewis:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03800000114D

This letter obligates $50,771 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Shelly Michals
Executive Director
Paola Housing Authority
310 S Iron Street
Paola, KS 66071-1615

Dear Ms. Michals:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS03900000114D

This letter obligates $27,628 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Ms. Simpson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04000000114D

This letter obligates $61,550 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Lynn Fleming  
Executive Director  
Great Bend Housing Authority  
1101 Kansas Avenue  
Great Bend, KS 67530-4460

Dear Ms. Fleming:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04100000114D

This letter obligates $34,522 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Joni Chrest
Executive Director
Wamego Housing Authority
1201 Chrysler Drive
Wamego, KS 66547-1267

Dear Mrs. Chrest:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04200000114D

This letter obligates $7,202 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), *Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721*.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Mary Rankin
Executive Director
Olathe Housing Authority
PO Box 768
Olathe, KS 66051-0768

Dear Ms. Rankin:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04300000114D

This letter obligates $42,276 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Madden:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04400000114D**

This letter obligates $38,450 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Susan Best
Executive Director
Galena Housing Authority
1301 Elm Street
Galena, KS 66739-1435

Dear Ms. Best:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04500000114D

This letter obligates $12,400 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Smith:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04700000114D

This letter obligates $2,404 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Ross:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS04900000114D

This letter obligates $55,885 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Dr. Ferguson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05000000114D

This letter obligates $4,735 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Suzanne Kirchhoff
Executive Director
Gaylord Housing Authority
PO Box 540
Gaylord, KS 67638-0540

Dear Ms. Kirchhoff:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05100000214D

This letter obligates $4,105 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Johnson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05200000114D

This letter obligates $5,664 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Ms. Oury:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05300000114D

This letter obligates $117,990 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Hartter:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05400000114D

This letter obligates $7,909 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Way:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05500000314D

This letter obligates $27,477 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Merlin Fluke
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Medicine Lodge
200 S. Cherry St.
Medicine Lodge, KS 67104-1448

Dear Mr. Fluke:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05700000114D

This letter obligates $12,585 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Jim Gehring
Executive Director
Moundridge Housing Authority
PO Box 670
Moundridge, KS 67107-0670

Dear Mr. Gehring:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS05900000114D

This letter obligates $12,966 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Lynette Pralle
Executive Director
Waterville Housing Authority
PO Box 449
Waterville, KS 66548-9779

Dear Mrs. Pralle:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06000000114D

This letter obligates $3,387 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Stephens:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06100000114D

This letter obligates $20,438 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Terri Orozco  
Executive Director  
Chanute Housing Authority  
818 S. Santa Fe Suite C  
Chanute, KS 66720-3062

Dear Ms. Orozco:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06200000114D

This letter obligates $49,551 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. JoAnn Sutton  
Executive Director  
Manhattan Housing Authority  
PO Box 1024  
Manhattan, KS 66505-1024

Dear Ms. Sutton:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06300000114D

This letter obligates $61,064 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Ms. Sutton:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06300001214D

This letter obligates $12,737 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Everhart:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06500000114D

This letter obligates $13,526 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
March 27, 2014

Mrs. Angela Croxton
Executive Director
Sedgwick Housing Authority
PO Box 98
Sedgwick, KS 67135-0098

Dear Mrs. Croxton:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06600000114D

This letter obligates $5,512 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. Paul Kramer
Executive Director
Leavenworth Housing Authority
200 Shawnee St
Leavenworth, KS 66048-2072

Dear Mr. Kramer:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06800000114D

This letter obligates $34,792 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Debra Smith  
Executive Director  
Neodesha Housing Authority  
PO Box 185  
Neodesha, KS 66757  

Dear Ms. Smith:  

SUBJECT:  Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS06900000114D  

This letter obligates $17,484 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Brittain:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07000000114D

This letter obligates $4,914 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. Henderson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07100000114D

This letter obligates $18,194 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Carol F. Beckwith
Executive Director
Liberal Housing Authority
1401 N New York Avenue
Liberal, KS 67901-2787

Dear Mrs. Beckwith:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07200000114D

This letter obligates $19,472 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Martin:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07300000114D

This letter obligates $39,344 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Ilene V. O'Leary  
Executive Director  
St. Francis Housing Authority  
200 N Ash Street - Office  
St. Francis, KS 67756-9145

Dear Ms. O'Leary:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07600000114D

This letter obligates $4,746 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Sullivan:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07700000114D

This letter obligates $6,602 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Marjorie A. Gundy  
Executive Director  
Burrton Housing Authority  
PO Box 481  
Burrton, KS 67020-0481

Dear Ms. Gundy:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07800000114D

This letter obligates $3,745 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Barbara Corle  
Executive Director  
Howard Housing Authority  
134 E Washington #a Street  
Howard, KS 67349-9405

Dear Ms. Corle:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS07900000114D

This letter obligates $14,566 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Lynette Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the City of Hoxie  
925 8th St  
Hoxie, KS 67740-0746

Dear Ms. Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS08000000114D

This letter obligates $7,014 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Miss Clark:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS0810000114D

This letter obligates $2,922 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Kim Herman  
Executive Director  
Hill City Housing Authority  
905 N 3rd Avenue  
Hill City, KS 67642-1439

Dear Ms. Herman:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS08200000114D

This letter obligates $8,137 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mr. McGrath:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS08300000114D

This letter obligates $5,436 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Candace Brummer  
Executive Director  
Downs Housing Authority  
1109 Delay Street  
Downs, KS 67437-1425

Dear Ms. Brummer:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS08600000114D

This letter obligates $9,947 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Kathy Nelson  
Executive Director  
Hays Housing Authority  
1709 Sunset Trail  
Hays, KS 67601-2657

Dear Ms. Nelson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS09100000114D

This letter obligates $6,776 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Gayle:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS09400000114D

This letter obligates $5,225 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Sherry Persinger
Executive Director
Belleville Housing Authority
1815 24th Street
Belleville, KS 66935-2829

Dear Mrs. Persinger:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS09500000114D

This letter obligates $5,857 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Funk:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS0960000114D

This letter obligates $7,933 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Deborah Goembel  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of the City of Herington KS  
201 E Helen Street  
Herington, KS 67449-1660

Dear Ms. Goembel:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS10000000114D

This letter obligates $12,662 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Amanda Sims  
Executive Director  
Junction City Housing Authority  
1202 Country Club Ln  
Junction City, KS 66441-3205

Dear Ms. Sims:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS10500000114D

This letter obligates $40,421 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Nichole Willis  
Executive Director  
Halstead Housing Authority  
815 W 6th Street  
Halstead, KS 67056-2157

Dear Ms. Willis:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS11200000114D

This letter obligates $18,403 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Leah Bergmann
Executive Director
Cawker City Housing Authority
125 Sunrise Drive
Cawker City, KS 67430-9791

Dear Mrs. Bergmann:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS11300012514D

This letter obligates $8,032 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Denise Ehrlich
Executive Director
Lincoln Housing Authority
PO Box 6
Lincoln, KS 67455-0006

Dear Ms. Ehrlich:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS12100000114D

This letter obligates $4,154 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Ms. Leann M Brunetti
Executive Director
Frontenac Housing Authority
508 S Linn Street
Frontenac, KS 66763-2451

Dear Ms. Brunetti:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS13110000014D

This letter obligates $6,695 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mr. Randall Emerson  
Executive Director  
Winfield Housing Authority  
1417 Pine Terrace  
Winfield, KS 67156-1428

Dear Mr. Emerson:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies,  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS13200000114D

This letter obligates $14,369 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Lori Zadina
Executive Director
Mankato Housing Authority
PO Box 242
Mankato, KS 66956-0242

Dear Ms. Zadina:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS14100000114D

This letter obligates $5,325 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Ms. Blea:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS14200000114D

This letter obligates $9,062 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Bagdriwicz:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS14300000114D

This letter obligates $9,045 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Lou Ann Karl
Executive Director
Chapman Housing Authority
829 Sheeran
Chapman, KS 67431-8946

Dear Mrs. Karl:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS14700000114D

This letter obligates $2,998 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mrs. Bielefeld:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS15200000114D

This letter obligates $4,258 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

Mrs. Dianthia L. Jewett
Executive Director
Cherryvale Housing Authority
PO Box 373
Cherryvale, KS 67335-0373

Dear Mrs. Jewett:

SUBJECT: **Interim Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS15500000114D

This letter obligates $6,761 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014)

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ms. Marla Robben  
Executive Director  
Victoria Housing Authority  
612 Grant St Ter  
Victoria, KS 67671-9505

Dear Ms. Robben:

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Subsidies, LOCCS/PAS Project No. KS15800000114D

This letter obligates $3,132 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of April and May 2014. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s calendar year eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2014

Please note that the initial interim eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions maybe made based on the approved FFY 2014 subsidy form. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2014 operating subsidy forms have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Milan M. Ozdinec  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs